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Bug fixes and minor user interface improvements are not listed below, including 

modification to variable bounds and changes in the presentation of the model variables on 

forms.    

 

The release history of WinMACCS is as follows: 

 

WinMACCS 3.4.0 was initially released in March 2008.   

 LHS sampling for Atmos, Early, Chronc, and Comida2 models were made 

available. 

 Custom summary reporting was implemented, including combining means and 

CCDF’s over multiple realizations.   

 Graphical results were available. 

 

WinMACCS 3.5.0 was a limited (non-public) release in September 2009.   

 A feature allowing WinMACCS to run in batch mode was added.   

 Uncertainty in Dose Conversion factors was added. 

 

WinMACCS 3.6.0 was released in May 2012.   

 Support for user settings were added in a new file, WinMACCS.ini, in the 

installation folder.    

 Modifications were made to support running WinMACCS on Windows Vista. 

 

WinMACCS 3.7.0 was released in February 2013.   

 The MACCS2 SUMPOP option was integrated into WinMACCS.  This allows 

the user to define the population fraction of each cohort by grid element.   

 

WinMACCS 3.9.0 was released in July 2014.  

 The name MACCS2 was changed to MACCS. 

 Resizing capability was added to most forms.   

 The ability to change the units of measurement was integrated.   

 The usability of the forms that have maps in the background was improved.  

 Copy and paste functionality within the data entry grids was improved.   

 The cohort paradigm was modified.  In WinMACCS 3.7 and earlier, the 

MACCS2 paradigm of change chards for cohort parameters was used in 

WinMACCS.  Parameters for cohort one were required, but the corresponding 

values used by subsequent cohorts were optional.  The value used for the previous 

cohort would be the value used by MACCS.  Now all cohort forms are required 

allowing the user to clearly identify the value used in the calculation.   

 The custom reporting features were expanded to allow values to be reported by 

model simulation, i.e., a result for each simulation. The previous reporting 

features only allowed statistically combining values over all simulations.   
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 The MACCS keyhole evacuation model (limiting evacuation zones to a keyhole 

shaped area that is expanded as the wind direction changes) was integrated into 

WinMACCS.   

 The MACCS population movement calculation (tracking population movement as 

a function of time) was integrated into WinMACCS. 

 

WinMACCS 3.10.0 was released in March  2015 

 Implemented a multi-source model.  This requires selecting the multi-source 

model in the Properties form and selecting the multi-source term files created 

using MelMACCS.  A new software program, CombineSource, was integrated 

into WinMACCS to perform the required functionality.  New input forms were 

created to support time offset information for each file. 

 Bounds were increased for variables OALARM (2592000 s), PDELAY (2592000 

s), ENDEMP (3456000 s), TIMHOT (3456000 s), TIMNRM (3456000 s), 

DLTSHL (3456000 s), DLTEVA (3456000 s). 

 Optional variables were added. EARLY variable DPPEMP specifies the dose 

projection period for the emergency phase.  CHRONC variable 

DPP_INTERPHAS specifies the dose projection period for the intermediate 

phase.  EARLY variable TIMRTN specifies the evacuee return time for people in 

the evacuation zone not directly affected by any plume segment in the early 

phase.  

 Added a new output type, Type 14, requesting output that itemizes the number of 

people that evacuate and relocate during each phase. 

 Implemented ability to copy report definitions from a different project to the 

current project.  A new menu item was added, namely File/Import Custom Report 

Definitions. 

 Database tables containing simulation results read from the MACCS binary files 

were removed from the project database and moved to external files.  This allows 

larger problems to be run and improves post-processing performance. 

 

 

 

  


